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CHAPTER FOUR: 

Primary Political Considerations for Theatr e and 

the Performing Arts in Boston 
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Chapters Two and Three examined the social and economic 

factors relating to the development of theatre and the other 

performing arts in Boston. It became clear in these chapters 

that nonprofit arts organizations will never become financially 

self-sustaining and that their survival would depend a great deal 

upon the generosity of a small but varied group of contributors. 

The largest single contributor , it was learned, was the National 

Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency. The Endowment has been 

the only government agency able to make truly significant contri

butions to the budgets of the larger non-profit arts organizations

in Boston . The arts agencies of the city and state have also had 

a hand in the development of these organizations, but the aid 

has not always been financial. Sometimes the "aid" has actually 

been detrimental. Because nonprofit groups have become reliant 

on others to perpetuate their very existence, the groups have 

relinquished certain amounts of power to these government 

agencies . Exactly what these agencies are able to control dep ends 

on the shape their offer takes and how important this offering is 

to the arts organization. This chapter is concerned with the 

political reasons behind the recent government involvement in th e 

arts . It also examines how this involvement has affected arts 

organizations, particularly theatre, in Boston. 

The National Endowment for the Arts and the Humanities was 

created to fill a growing need. In the ear ly 1960's, arts 

organizations were increasing in number across the country and 

most were in difficult financial straits and in need of outside 

funding. The United States government had theretofore regarded th e 
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arts with relative indifference. Unlike European nations, 

America lacked a tradition of sustained government support to the 

arts and heldheld instead to its own strong tradition of "ru gged 

individualism" -- which translated into th e belief that if an 

art form was worth having, it would either receive contributions 

from concerned privat e citizens or it would be capable of its own

self-support. The best and most worthy arts organizations, it 

was felt, were those most fit for survival -- weak organizations 

(i.e., those with deficits) should be cut off and left to wither 

and die. 

America became somewhat more enlightened in the 1960's under 

the Kennedy Administration. The President appeared to enjoy the 

arts, perhaps not with the same level of intellectual apprecia

tion and understanding that his wife possessed, but he did give 

the arts a certain level of public respectability and exposur e 

when he connnission ed a number of "command performances" at the 

White House. In 1961, Kennedy unsuccessfully introduced legis

lation calling for the establishment of a Federal Advisory Council 

on the Arts. In 1962, August Heckscher, dire ctor of the 

Twentieth Cent ury Fund, was appointed by Kennedy as his special 

consultant on the arts. When Heckscher recommended that a 

National Arts Foundation be established to award grants -in-ai d 

to arts organiza t ions, Kennedy respond ed : 

Government can never take the role of patrona ge and 
support filled by privat e individuals and groups in 
our society. But government surely has a significant 
part in helpin g establish the conditions under which 
art can flourish -- in encouraging the arts as it 
encourages science and learning.I 
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The President wisely realized that the arts could be in danger of 

relinquishing their vital artistic freedom should the federal 

government play too important a role in their finances. He knew 

that no matter how freely the money would be given 1 money is 

power and ought to be given ·with caution. 

Kennedy did not live to see a federal arts council take 

shape and President Johnson, his successor, had no strong personal 

feelings for the arts. The factors that eventually proved instru

mental in bringing the National Endowment into existence late in 

1965 were substantial support from prominent Senate members 

inc l uding Senators Claiborne Pell and Jacob Javits and the inclusion 

of the National Endowment as 

a minor part of a major effort, involving vast federal 
spending, to reconstruct the United States as a Great 
Society. President Johnson also sought to prove him
self an appropriately cultivated successor to Presi
dent Kennedy and at least as much a public patron of 
the arts as Nelson Rockefeller who in 1960 had 
launched the New York State Council on the Arts. 2 

There is nothing new in the fact that legislators will often 

approve or initiate a project for reasons other than pure altruism. 

What is relatively new is that the arts have become important 

enough in our day-to-day society to merit inclusion in trading 

deals between legislators and federal and state agencies or 

simply between fellow legislators. 

It used to be that a Congressman traded his vote on a 
mi l itary base in someone else's district for a ship
yard in his own. Today he is just as likely to trade 
a shipyard for a philharmonic. 

The steady and significant increase in the budget of the 

National Endowment for the Arts has already been noted . Should a 

professional resident theatre of substantial proportion seek 
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establishment in Boston, this writer had predicted good availabil

ity of federal funds. The consistent increases in federal funding 

to the arts may be explained by the fact that there remains today 

less of the old sense that major arts organizations are "private" 

institutions, meant to serve and be supported by a limited group 

of wealthy private interest groups.4 In Boston, some of the public 

may resent the appeal that the Boston Symphony and the Opera Com

pany still have for the upper classes. However, while these two 

groups do receive a fair share of their private contributions from 

a handful of the well-to-do, the number of smaller contributions 

coming from the less wealthy has increaseri considerably overall. 

There has been a genera: trend towards making the arts more acces

sible to the community. Boston's larger performing arts organiza

tions manifest this trend through the Boston Pops and the Boston 

Ballet's summer appearances at the Hatch Shell and through the 

Opera Company's touring group, Opera New England. This greater 

community accessibility to the arts has transformed arts organiza

tions from "private" to "public" institutions and has led to 

significant increases in the Endowment's yearly allocations. 

The possibility of heavy government interference in the arts 

that Kennedy and opponents of the Endowment feared might occur, 

happily, has not. Although the Endowment may indeed hold all the 

cards when it comes to deciding which groups are eligible and to 

what degree, the Endowment has not abused its power. Robert 

Brustein, presently in his last year as artistic director of the 

Yale Repertory Theatre, served on the theatre advisory panel for 

the Endowment for several years and was able to view the Endow-
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ment's actions as both donor and recipient. He noted in The New 

York Times in 1974 that the Endowment, 

whatever its limitations, has by far the most 
progressive and objective standards for deter
mining assistance to the performing arcs. It 
provides, with the help of expert panels, relief 
to all qualified institutions, including the most 
experimental, regardless of their size or 
popularity.5 

Proponents of the National Endowment had hoped that state 

and local governments would take over the responsibility for 

funding their own area's cultural organizations at the point where 

the Endowment had left off. To this end, the bill establishing

the Endowment specified that 20% of the total Endowment appropri

ation should be evenly distributed among the indiviciual states for 

administration through their respective arts councils. Very few 

states, however, have picked up on the Endowment's lead since the 

federal-state partnership began in 1967 and many states have 

preferred instead to .let the Endowment do their job for them, 

rather than substantially increasing their own levels of funding 

to the arts. Massachusetts is one of these states. Using 1976 

as an example, Massachusetts appropriated only $1 million to its . 

arts organizations when these same organizations received $4 mil

lion from the National Endowment. At the other end of the scale, 

the New York Legislature appropriated $31 mil l ion to its arts 

organizations that same year while they received $9 million from 

the National Endowment. 6 If .Massachusetts had matched New York's 

ratio of federal to state funding for the arts, its appropriations 

for 1976 would have been $13.7 million. 

After 12 years of existence and a peak appropriation of 
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$217 million, it is clear that the Massachusetts Council on the 

Performing Arts will not receive any truly substantial increase 

in its appropriation in the near future. Max Friedli, Chairman 

of the Special Commission on the Performing Arts, has pointed out 

that a young government agency such as the Massachusetts Council 

must grow steadi1y each year as it continues to prove itself to 

opponents and proponents alike. 7 Contrarily, while the appropri

ations to the Massachusetts Council may have indeed increased in 

absolute figures in the past twelve years, there have also been a 

number of cutbacks in recent years sufficient enough to slow down 

any momentum the Council may have gained. A cut in next year's 

(1980) appropriation is under consideration as of this writing. 

The National Endowment has been able to accomplish as much as it 

has because its appropriations have risen measurably every year. 

Since Massachusetts ' legislators will not help create a similar 

success story for its own Council on the Arts, several legislators 

have sought an alternative means to fund the arts. This alternative

tive method would not use money from the State Treasury, but 

would rather dip anew into the public's purses. Their plan would 

establish a special state lottery for the arts under the auspices 

of the State Lottery Commission. 

The development of the proposed Arts Lottery would be the 

first such venture of its kind in this country. Its structure has 

been closely modeled after the Australian Arts Lottery which was 

able to finance the erection of the $150 million Sydney Opera 

House. Tickets for this lottery are to be relatively high priced 

-- at l east $5 each -- in order to attract buyers in the upper 
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income range of $12,000 to $30,000 and to discourage the buyers 

of the more traditional lower - priced lotteries who most often come 

from the lower income brackets. The proponents of the Arts 

Lottery Bill expect to see net reveneues of between $10 - 12 

million for the arts annually. These revenues are to be split 

equally between the cities and towns, and the Massachusetts Council. 

Local arts councils would have distribution power over the city 

and town funds. Each local arts council would be required to join 

a statewide arts council network before receiving funds, very 

similar to the manner in which state grants from the National

Endowment for the Arts are distributed. The funds the Massachu

setts Council would receive would be in addition to cheir regular 

funding from the Legislature. As of this writing, the Arts Lottery 

is being given strong consideration in the Legislature . 

Approval of the Arts Lottery Bill would almost certainly 

result in a reduction or at least a very definite leveling off in 

the appropriations to the Massachusetts Council. Funding the arts 

in this manner would take the state "off the hook." If the Lottery 

is as successful as it is hoped, a $5 - 6 million .addition to the 

budgets of local arts councils and a $5 - 6 million addition to 

the Massachusetts Council would enable the individual legisla tor 

to return to his/her constituents and report on the great strides 

the state has made in support of the arts. In actuality, the 

state will simply become a croupier for the arts: the public will 

place its bets, and while some will win (and be paid off by the 

croupier-state), most will certainly lose and their bets will 

revert to the house (the arts in Massachusetts). 
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Such an abundance of additional funding could, of course, 

help to accomplish a great deal for the arts: organizations in 

financial peril might be able to receive emergency loans or grants 

designed to pull them through a crisis; a new project, such as the 

founding of a professional resident theatre in Boston, might obtain 

the extra dollars necessary to attract top-notch actors and 

designers and to arrange for a well-publicized subscription drive; 

and on the community l evel, those segments of the population with 

low levels of income might obtain free or reduced admission to a 

variety of performing arts Lvents. A strong public response to 

the Arts Lottery could make a favorable impression on private 

foundations, the National Endowment, and corporations. Indeed, 

since each grant coming from the Lottery must be equally matched 

with dollars from other sources, a favorable impression is abso 

lutely necessary . $12 million in Arts Lottery funds will demand 

another $12 million from sources already heavily tapped or unwilling 

at this point to be tapped further The more established arts 

organizations in the state should not have too great a problem in 

matching the new Lottery appropriations since they already receive 

a fair level of funding from varied public and private sources. 

However, the increasing number of small, semi-professional arts 

or ganizations may find rough going in their s earch to obtain 

matching funds because of their lack of credibility, their 

inexperience in fund-raising, and the high level of competition 

they will encounter from the more established groups. Should the 

Arts Lottery Bi l l become law, it may be wise for l egislators to 

lower the matching requirements to perhaps an 80 - 20 ratio for 
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the first few years to encourage new funding sources gently 

rather then trying, unrealistically at that, to will them into 

existence with a jolt. 

Robert Fitzgerald, Deputy Director of the Massachusetts 

Council on the Arts and Humanities, believes, as does this writer, 

that the focus of the Arts Lottery should be entirely different 

from the one stated in the bill before the legislature. There 

should be a single focus, a single goal to the Lottery just as the 

Australian Arts Lottery was directed toward building the Sydney 

Opera House. 8 In this arrangement, once enough money has been 

raised to complete a specific project, a new project can be 

announced. By making the Arts Lottery a funding source for every 

arts organization in the State, the Lottery becomes something of 

a United Way for the arts. The proponents of the bill thems elves 

point to examples of such specialized lotteries as the one in 

Canada for the 1976 Olympics, and the special lottery in New York 

for the 1980 Winter Olympics, yet the lottery they propose is 

vague in nature: Support for the arts? Which arts? Whose arts? 

Why? 

Obviously, any lottery with a more specialized intent would 

need to choose its pet project with care to avoid resentment or 

conflicts of interest. A lottery founded to establish and 

support a professional theatre based in Boston would not gain 

many supporters in Western Massachusetts. However, a lottery 

designed to fund what might be seen as the embodiment of a true 

state theatre, a theatre of national and international proportions 

which would be based in Boston but would extensively tour Massa-
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chusetts, the United States and possibly the world, might elicit 

quite a different response and achieve much greater success. The 

Legislators have a choice: they can choose to perpetuate a 

system that encourages the continued presence of a large number 

of undistinguished arts organization, or they can seize the oppor

tunity and create an Arts Lottery that would help bring ar tistic 

excellence to the State. 

Support for small local arts organizations should not come 

from a special lottery. Such funding it the responsibility of 

the Massachusetts Council and the individual cities and towns in 

which these organizations are located. An Arts Lottery for gen

eral funding purposes will only take the burden of responsibility 

off their shoulders when this is a burden they must accept. The 

arts are an important social, economic and cultural presence in 

Massachusetts and the fact that they are in financial trouble 

cannot and should not be ignored. 

Boston's Mayor's Office of Cultural Affairs is an agency 

designed to act as the liaison between the city and its individual 

neighborhoods, and the city's cultural groups and institutions. 

As mentioned in Chapter Three, the Mayor's Office is not a fund

ing agency. Traditionally, Boston has always contributed very 

little to the budgets of its cultural institutions and there is 

no indication that it plans to change the established precedent 

in the near future. However, the Mayor's Office is in the 

position of being able to bring local groups in direct contact 

with whatever city agency the group needs to deal with, without 

all the usual time-consuming red tape. This can be especially 



he l pful when, for example, a theatre group wishes to relocate into 

a structure that needs extensive renovation . The Mayor's Office 

can introduce and/or represent the group to the Zoning Board, the 

Boston Redevelopment Authority, or any other agency that would 

app l y. 

At the present time, t he Mayor ' s Office is heavily involved 

in the plans for the revitalization of Boston's Theatre District. 

I n some of the critical areas of the overall revitalization plan 

( such as the sale of the Wilbur Theatre by the Tufts-New England 

Medical Center, and the leasing and renovation of the Music Hall 

by the Metropolitan Center I nc.) the Mayor's Office has acted as 

an overseer to insure tnat whatever action is taken, that action 

will be in the best interests of the city, its people, and the 

cul tural environment. There are, however, many local theatre 

l eaders who would disagree with the steps the Mayor ' s Office has 

taken in the Theatre District. These individuals believe that 

t he city is paying too much attention to the commerci al theatres 

and next to none to its indigenous theatres. Steve Warnick, 

General Manager of the Next Move Theatre, remarked in December, 

1978 : "The thi ng that disturbs me - - and others -- is the extent 

of .over-concentration by the city on the Theatre District and not 

enough on th e many fine resident theatre companies . " Jim 

Kitendaugh, ·Managing Director of the Boston Shakespeare Company 

noted the city's general lack of interest toward local performing 

arts: "We do feel that Boston has been a little slower in showing 

concrete support for indigenous arts than have other cities. For 

l ocal groups, it has bee n a very rough row to hoe. " Gary Weitz, 



local area director, writer and actor, observed the consequences 

of the city's emphasis on the theatre district: 

The creation of a theatre district means in effect 
that the rest of the city is a 'non-theatre' district. 
And those resident theatre companies struggling for 
survival outside the district are put at a disadvantage 
-- they're looked at differently by City Hall and the 
public as a result.9 

Part of the difficulty that the Mayor's Office has in deal

ing with local groups stems from the Office's admitted lack of 

policy on just what they are able to do for these groups beyond 

easing bureaucratic red tape. The Office conducted an audience 

survey in the spring of 1979 and officials there say, as of this 

writing, that they are awaiting the results from this survey before 

a more detailed plan of action for the Office can be determined. 

In the meantime, the theatre managers quoted in the paragraph 

above have volunteered a few ideas. Local theatres, they say, 

could use some public endorsements from important city figures to 

help lend some vital credibility and legitimacy to their work. 

Jim Kitendaugh revealed that while he is grateful to Helen Rees 

(Director of the Mayor's Office) for speaking at the press 

conference which announced the opening of his company's new home, 

an elected city or state official has never seen a perfor mance by 

10 the group. Steve Warnick wants to see the mayor get involved: 

I would like to see Kevin White come to a press 
conference in our lobby on an opening night and 
bring the television cameras. 

The White Administration, Warnick believes, "is good at using the 

media to get the kind of publicity they want. 1111 

The Mayor's Office will often ask local groups to perform 

without remuneration at special events or, in the case of its 
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Summerthing program, the Office will pay the groups a minimal fee 

for a full-length performance presented free to the public. These 

events are great opportunities for the city to better its own public 

relations, but the events do little to promote the local groups (if 

the public can see a local group free, why should they want to pay 

to see a performance in a theatre?) and since little , if any, money 

changes hands, the events do even less to help the groups' poor 

financial situations. 

Boston city government is very conscious of the images its 

varied sections of the city present. Mayor Kevin White and his 

aides at both the Mayor's Office and at the Boston Redevelopment 

Authority want the public to have an image of the Theatre District 

as a place that is vibrant and safe to visit, but most of all, they 

want the public to feel that it is a place worth spending their 

time and money. Like any other urban renewal project in the city 

from Quincy Market to the Prudential Center, the Theatre District 

means money and prestige for Boston. Local theatre groups in 

Boston possess neither the "pr estige" of a Broadway show nor the 

ability to attract large numbers of patrons in the upper income 

brackets as do the commercial theatres. Therefore, there is no 

place for local theatre groups in the present scheme of things at 

City Hall. Business must be attended to first. 

Boston has given little real support to its own theatre 

groups. Since the closing of the Boston Museum, Boston theatre 

history relates a story of one short-lived theatre company after 

another. No matter how well-intended the rhetoric may sound at a 

press conference, most government officials have little interest 



in supporting the arts, and understand very little of the problems 

of arts organizations. Because politicians want to see something 

tangible for the support they choose to give, a theatre, or any 

performing art, cannot go to a politician with its hands empty. 

The reason Janice Cashell and her Massachusetts Center Repertory 

Company were able to attract $20,000 from the state in 1977, all 

totally outside the budget of the Massachusetts Council, was 

because Cashell went directly to certain state Legisl ators and 

told them that the money she was asking for would go toward 

bringing inner city kids to the theatr e for special matinee 

performances. Cashell and her company , in effect, earned their 

money for th eir services rendered.12 Although the Massachusetts 

Center Rep has not perfo rmed beyond their 1977 season (for reasons 

to be discussed in Chapter Six), the approach they used with the 

government was sound. 

Any future attempt at establishing a professional resident 

theatre in Boston must deal with a political climate for theatre 

that will be unresponsive and unint erested , if not outright 

hostile . To succeed, the theatre must make itself known very 

quickly, or better still, it should bring its reputation along with 

its leaders. It must be perc eived as something very special 

special enough for politicians to need the theatre more than the 

theatre needs the politicians. While no theatre fitting this 

description has been based in Boston since the days of the old 

Boston Museum, such a theatre will be coming to Cambridge in 1980 

under the leadership of Robert Brustein who will begin to create 

a situation at Harvard similar to the one he created and operated 
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at Yale for thirteen years. This is not meant to say that 

Brustein and Harvard University will be the saviors of Boston' s 

non-commercial theatre -- they do, however, possess a good many 

of the proper ingredients for . a first-rate professional resident 

theatre. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

I ndigenous Theatre and Service Organizations 



Amidst all the glamour and glitz of Broadway tryouts and 

road shows, Boston's local theatre groups are often either 

forgotten or ignored. The Mayor's Office of Cultural Affairs isn't 

sure how it can help the groups, the press often sends its second 

stringers out to review the productions, and the public more often 

t han not prefers to spend the extra dollars to see Broadway's 

latest hit rather than paying less to view (what is in their eyes) 

a fai rl y unknown commodity. Those few groups which are better 

managed and which produce a finer or more appealing artistic 

product have had a difficult time making their relative superior

i t y known. Their individual achievements had become almost totally 

homogenized with the majority of theatres that, at best, produce 

mediocre, undistinguished work. In the last two season, the 

cream has slowly begun to separate and rise to the top. Two 

groups, the Next Move Theatre and the Boston Shakespeare Company, 

have made great strides in public visibility and recognition. 

Although they are quite different in production style and 

organ i zational make-up , both groups have developed into well

managed companies that create attractively packaged entertainment 

appea l ing to a wide range of audience tastes. The Cambridge 

Ensemble and the Reality Theatre are two other local groups whose 

product quality has distinguished them from the rest of the field. 

However , because both groups emphasize innovative work with new 

scripts, their appeal to the general public is limited, conse

quently their physical size is much smaller than the two groups 

first mentioned . 

The impotence of Boston's indigenous theatre has been 
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bl amed on many factors . The Broadway influence has already been 
mentioned, as has the lack of support from city and state agencies. 
Another factor, agreed upon by the groups and their critics alike, 
is that these companies hav e no common ideology, no sense of 
working together . Even though their individual problems bear 

many similarities, most groups go about their busin ess as if no 
other groups existed in Boston. Helen Re es of the Mayor ' s Office 
of Cultural Affairs has stated, "One of the main problems is that 
they don ' t connect with each other, they don't create a force 
which has to be dealt with by the city . " 1 Steve Warnick of the 
Next Move agrees that local theatres are scattered and weak in 
their individual autonomy , but he disagr ees with the method that 
the Mayor's Office is usin g in its attempt to correct the problem. 
Under Rees' leadership , the Mayor 's Office initiat ed the formation 
of the Boston League of Resident Theatres. The League is design ed 
to bring unity to local theatre groups by actin g as a forum fo r 
open discussion between company leaders and the city and by 
posing as a banner under which the groups can rally for their 
common causes. Warnick is strongly oppos ed to the League because 
it is run by the city and not by the local theatres which should, 
he believes, come together on their own initiative. When loc al 
groups let the city hold the umbrella for all of them to stand 

under, criticism becomes diffused and difficult to articulate .2 

Because of this , Warnick did not allow the Next Move to join the 
Lea gue until just recently and for a time it remained the only 
major local theatre not to have done so . The Next Move, however, 
has continued to maintain a rebellious attitude towards the Hayot ' s 
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Office, and has refused to attend their meetings. This rebellious 

attitude is, no doubt, facilitated by the fact that the Next Move 

is the company best-received by both the public and the media, and 

can, therefore, afford to remain fairly independent. 

None of the local theatres operating in Boston at this time 

harbors immediate plans to develop into professional resident 

theatres operating under Equity contracts. Some groups, such as 

the Boston Shakespeare Company and the Next Move Theatre, do 

possess ambitious managements which see full Equity status as a 

possibility that is strongly contingent on their continued success 

in attracting large audiences and generous funding sources. Other 

groups , such as the Lyric Stage, the Reality Theatre and the 

Cambridge Ensemble, have their sights aimed much lower and are 

content to remain small in size since that best suits their 

particular styles of production . The overwhelming majority of 

local theatres, however , are forced to be most concern ed with 

simply trying to raise enough money to produce their next show and/ 

or pay the rent rather than ponderin g expansion. 

In its four year history, the Boston Shakespear e Company' s 

budget has grown from $11,000 to $250,000 and its number of full

time salaried company members has gone from one to sixteen. In 

its most recent season, 1978- 79, the company pr oduced five new 

productions and added two revivals, playing as many as four pro

ductions in continuous repertory. Their subscriptions have risen 

steadily to a present high of 1,200. Only 15% of their budge ts 

during the last four years has not been covered by earned inco me. 

Through their own determination, craftsmanship, time and money, 
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they moved their performance space from a quaint but inadequate 

church at the corner of Berkeley and Marlborough Streets to a 

newly deyeloped renovated 320 seat home in Horticultu re Hall . 

They have also developed a successful educational tou ring prog ra m 

that has played in more than one hundred Boston are a schools . The 

program consists of two flexible one hour present ations which 

introduc e students to the world of the theatre and to Shakespeare ' s 

world in particular. 

What is the method responsible for the Boston Shakespea re 

Company's rapid growth? Managing director James Ki te ndaugh 

revealed that the company was able to achieve it s success as a 

result of a 

salable pro gram th a t you market trem endously aggres 
sively, and everyone works th ei r ass off .. . We fee l 
we hav e been most successful when we hav e been 
depend ent on our own efforts (bo th in marketin g and 
fund raising), and our own productions and our own 
promotion. The only dollars we can depend on are 
dollars that we earn thr ough good progra ms and
aggressive marketin g of those good programs. 

It would seem that a continuation of the pr esent policy will 

assure the Boston Shakespeare Company of continued growth -- but 

this writer is not convinced that th e company will be able to 

grow more than it already has. 

The reas on for this sk epticis m lies in the artistic 

approach they have to their product and in the type of audience 

they have cultivated. The Boston Shakespeare Company app roaches 

Shakespeare's works in a skimmed, one-di mens ion al fashion . In

an effort to make the plays understood by the masses, the produc

tions are often merely reenactments of the plot. Physical bus ines s 
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is emphasized because the young, relatively inexperienced per

formers cannot handle the verse. In Arthur Friedman's (theatre 

critic for The Real Paper) words, they do "the lowest denomination 

Shakesp eare."4 This is not to say that they are unskilled at what 

they do, but rather that what they do has little substance. 

Perhaps the last point might be better illustrated throu gh 

a personal observation. Recently, this writer was witness to a 

portion of one of the company's touring shows that was performed, 

in this case, not for children but for the general public in a 

free outdoor demonstration. Two young, animated actors were 1n 

the process of summarizing the plot of All's Well That Ends Well 

in story theatre fashion. None of Shakespeare's words was used as 

the actors developed the tale of the lovers Bertram and Helena with 

a bit of slapstick here and an anachronism there. The audienc e 

respond ed warmly and the crowd grew in size around them. Only when 

the pair finally reached the very end of the story did they 

actually use Shakespeare's own verse . But, instead of presen t in g 

those few lines as naturally as they had developed their story, 

their deliveries were ponderous and stilted, lifeless and without 

meanin g. It was as if they were saying to the audience, "Shake

speare tells one hell of a story if you don't let all those str ange 

words get in your way." Their mainstage productions, of course, 

do us e the standard Shakespearean text, but this lack of emphasis 

on the play's language persists, while simple plot development 

reigns supreme. It is arguable how successful the company might 

have been, especially in regards to the larg e number of school 

group bookings, had it not chos en to shelter its lack of professional
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sionalism under the cloak of Shakespeare ' s rubberstamp respectability. 
A promotional brochure quotes Carolyn Clay of The Boston 

Phoenix: "At the Boston Shakespeare Company, every offering is as 
you like · it." The "you" Clay speaks of is unspeci fied , but it is 
al most certainly the general public, the masses, those individuals 
who have neither the background nor, more import antly, the willing
ness to try to understand Shakespeare on his own terms. The company 
does not attempt to challenge its audience but rather panders to 
t heir tastes or lack thereof . The fault of such a policy rests 
primarily with Bill Cain, the company's artistic director. 
Unfortunately , the company will nev er have an artistic vision more 
profound than that of a television sit - com as long as Cain remains 
in control. It will never exhibit true artistic significanc e ; it 
will never grow to national promine nce. At best, the company will 
remain as it is today -- a popular semi-professional local theatre 
that is successful in its own limited approach to the Shakespeare 
canon. 

While the Boston Shakespeare Company prospers throu gh its 
popular approach to Shakespeare, the Next Move Theatre has thriv ed 
on the reputation and achievements of its individual company 
perform ers. The f ounders of the Next Move were originally part of 
the Proposition Theatre in Cambridge (now based in New York) which 
emphasized improvisational comedy. Financial and artistic disagree 
ments caus ed a split in the company in 1974. The resultin g off
shoot company performed their own i mprovisatio nal show call ed the 
Next Move Revue at the Charles Playhouse from the fall of 1974 to 
April of 1975. During their resid ence at the Charles, the company 



members reco gnized their connnon desire to poss ess a theatre of 

their own, and to that end they formed a collaboration in which a 

portion of their weekly salaries at the Charles were placed in a 

common fund for future company expenses. Their search for a 

potential theatre space led them to a small unused building that 

once served as the stable for the Boston Mounted Police and was 

situ ate d next to the Institute of Contemporary Art on Boylston 

Street near Massachusetts Avenue. The need to raise money for the 

extensive renovation of the space forced them to make a difficult 

choice. Should the company be founded as a nonprofit institution 

or should it continue as a commercial operation? Because the 

company had been in existence for only a short peri od of tim e , 

they felt they did not yet possess a significant track record and 

it would be extremely difficult to raise funds from the usual 

nonprofit sources . They also felt fund raising would be especially 

difficult because of similar fund raising activity conducted at that 

time by the Boston Repertory Theatre. The decision was made, 

therefore, to remain a cormnerci al venture and financial backin g 

would be sou ght through the traditional limited-partner arran ge

ment. Within a year and a half ther e was enough money to begin the 

renovation and the intimate 182 seat theatre finally opened in 

January 1977 with a revised version of their improvisational revue. 

The internal arrangement of th e company remained the same 

in the new theatre. Since there was no artistic director, impor

tant decisions such as choice of plays and of guest directors were 

made by the entire company which con sisted of a small core of 

actors who also held administrative positions in the organization. 

While the productions consist ent ly r eceive d good r eviews from all 
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se ctions of the media, the number of productions per season was 

limite d by the company's inherent financial make-up. The 1977-78 
season contained only three productions . As a commercial venture, 
th ey were forced to depend almost entirely upon box office r eceipts 
to meet all their financial commitments . Much like their distant 
Broadway counterparts, each production was forced to sustain a 

long run in order to recoup the investment . The company soon 
di sco vered that their artistic freedom was harshly limited by 

economic realities and in October 1978 they l egal ly r eorganized the 
company as a nonprofit institution . However , because of the lag 
tim e involved when applying to large funding sources, any differ
ences in their programming wil l not be felt unt i l the 1979-80 
season. 

Although the company has successfully produced a few serious 
works such as Howard Zinn ' s Emma andand David Rudkin's Ashes, the 

backbo ne of the company lies in its strength to produce at least 
one new impr ovisational revue each season . The other thr ee productions
tions in next year's four play production season will include a 
new musical based on a fifteenth century connnedia scenario, a new 
play by New Englander James Carroll and a classic . Also in the 

next season, the company will place itself in the hands of an artis 
ti c director (as yet unnamed) for the first ti me in an attempt to 
develop a consistent artistic poi nt of view. Steve Warnick 

explained that th e group is looking towards building a substantial 
per manent resident company -- one that would have the ability and 
the desire to tackle new projects. He is confident that the 

reputa tion the company ha s built for it se l f will add weight to their 
grant applications. 
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The outlook for the Next Move is a relatively bright one. 

The company possesses some substantial acting talent (a lthou gh 

heavily imbalanced on the comic side), its management is clear

sighted, and the public has responded well to their work. Con

tinued growth can be expected but is contingent on how well the 

public will react to the subscription drive scheduled to begin 

late in the spring of 1979. Steve Warnick feels that in perhaps a 

year or two the company can join Equity and thus become a profes

sional resident company in the fuller sense of the phrase, 

Equity status would increase costs tremendously, especially 1n the 

area of salaries, but it would enable the company, on occasion, to 

u se older, more experienced actors (usually from New York), _ and it 

would permit the company to tour other Equity regional theatres 

that are, at this point , closed to them. The Next Move may find 

the competition a bit stiffer than it has been in the past two 

years should they decide to pursue Equity status. Several new 

regional-type theatres will be seeking establishment in Boston in 

the next few years and the Next Move may find itself vying for 

the same funding dollars and the same audi ence members as the 

theatre company in another part of town. 

The success stories of the Boston Shakespeare Company and 

the Next Move Theatre are illustrative of the attitude which the 

average person holds towards the theatre today. Most people do 

not attend the theatre to be stimulated intellectually, nor do 

they go to seek a deeper understandin g of themselves and of the 

human condition. People go to the theatre to have a "good time" 

and to avoid their own problem s . Of course, the entertainment 
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factor has always been a vital part of the theatr e experience, 

but it seems to have achieved greater emphasis in the last decade. 

Serious drama has become more and more difficult to produce with 

any degree of economic cert ainty because the public would rather 

see the spectacle of a large musical or the whimsy of a comedy. 

Yes, the public came to see The Gin Game at the Wilbur Theatre this 

past fall, but primarily because it starred Hume Cronyn and Jessica 

Tandy; and yes, the public flocked to see The Shadow Box which 

played this spring at the Charles Playhouse, but pri marily because 

it starred Betsy Palmer and was directed by Richard Chamberlain. 

How can a local theatre company in Boston hope to survive when it 

chooses to produce serious stimulating drama exclusively? How can 

it compete with more popular entertainment when it has no "name" 

actor or director in its company? The answers to these questions 

have been given for six years by the Cambridge Ensemble. In their 

philosophy, a group must remain small and keep expenses to a 

minimum in order to offset the relative lack of demand for their 

product . They must make capital investments only in their own 

artistry , for that is their most abundant and dependable resource 

and it is the one that will bring the best return. , 

The Cambridge Ensemble was founded by artistic director 

Joann Green and business manager Barbara Bregstein in 1973 when they 

broke away from the Caravan Theatre and brought several of that 

company's actors along with them. Since that time, the company's 

chief interests have been to introduce new playwrights, to create 

original works and to perform adaptations of literatur e . Their 

home is in a church on Massachusetts Avenue in Harvard Square. 



Their sets and costumes are minimal and multifunctional. Unlike 

the more prominent group s in Boston, the Cambridge Ensemble has 

chos en not to expand its operations, Joann Green expl ained that 

the demands that growth brings are too costly . Artistic freedom 

is compromised when a group's f i nanci al obligations increas e and 

when a group makes commitments that it is forced to keep . 5 

Ther efo re, the yearly budget at the Ensemble is rath er small for 

a successful six year old operation - - only $80 , 000 -- and only 

occasionally will they utiliz e a subscription seri e s during a 

season, Green believes that it takes too much money to initiat e 

a subscription drive and that subscriptions commit a group to 

perform those shows that were originally planned. While the group 

pl ans its budget in advance, it usually does not have a clear 

idea of what its following se aso n will be. Still, even with this 

haphazard approach to management (promotion is usually limited to 

small newspaper ads, flyers, and the hope th at "good theatre will 

bring in aud i ence s") , their theatrical achievements have merited 

significant grants from the National Endowment ofr the Arts and 

the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and Humaniti es . For the 

1978-79 season, gr ants from these sources totaled nearly $20,000 

or 25% of the company's entir e budge t. This is th e highest ratio 

of government aid to total budget of any theatre company in Boston, 

The equivalent f or the Boston Shakespeare Company would be $62,500, 

but then the Boston Shakespeare Company meets 85% of its budge t 

through earned income whereas the Cambridge Ensemble , with its more 

narrow audience , meets only 50% of its budget throu gh earned 

income , and has, th erefore , a much gr eate r need for grants . 6 
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The Reality Theatre, like the Cambrid ge Ensemble, is a young 
off-off-Broadway type company which creates interesting, hi gh 
quality, and often critically acclaimed productions. It has, how
ever, retained a low profile in the public eye and is not well
known to the average theatregoer. The company describ es itself as 
a collective of ten actors, directors, teachers and writers who 
collaborate to develop a more intimate relationship with their co
workers, th ei r material and th ei r audience . The bulk of their work 
has been in the production of original plays includin g two new 
works (Beginner's Luck and Master of Ecstasy) by their resident 
playwright Jon Lipsky . Their yearly budget is small and most of the 
company members support themselves through their teaching positions 
in Boston area colleges. Growth has come to the company slowly and 
without strain, but, agai n, in similarity to the Cambridge Ensemble, 
the Reality Theatre will never grow so large in external trappings 
that it will be unable to continue developing innovative and 
unrestricted productions: the members of th e company are not 
interested in such growth and the Boston public would probably not 
support such growth if it was attempted. 

In addition to the already-mentioned Mayor's Office: of 
Cultural Affa irs, there are two other organizations which are in 
operation to assist Boston's cultural institutions and organizations. 
These so-called " service organizations" are ARTS/Boston and the 
Metropolitan Cultural Alliance. They have been of varyin g benefit 
to the public and to smaller or ganization s not quite firmly on 
their own feet . 

ARTS/Boston (or more fully, Arts Ticket Service/Boston) was 
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formed in 1974 to develop new audiences for Boston's performing 

arts organizations. It is modeled after New York's Theatre 

Development Fund (TDF) which also assisted the Massachusetts 

Council in planning this new service. Basically, ARTS/Boston 

develops audiences through ticket subsidy. Clerical/technical 

workers, _professional performing artists, retired persons, high 

school students and union members are all eligible to purchase up 

to two packets of vouchers a month at $7.50 per packet. Each 

packet contains five vouchers ($1.50 each). These vouchers may 

then be presented, within a six month period, to any one of approx

imately 65 participating nonprofit performing arts organizations 

for a full adult admission The performing arts group later 

returns the voucher back to ARTS/Boston and receives the original 

$1.50 plus an additional $1.00 for a total of $2.50. ARTS/Boston 

is able to give that added dollar to the performing arts groups 

plus pay its own administration expenses because it too is 

subsidized through the National Endowment, the Massachusetts 

Council, and private corporations. 

ARTS/Boston has grown rapidly in the first three seasons 

it has been in operation . In the 1978-79 season, 40,000 vouch er s 

were redeemed by participating performing arts groups, represent

ing $100,000 in additional ticket sales to these groups -- a 

nearly ten-fold increase since 1975-76. 7 This system has bee n 

described as the most equitable method of supporting performing 

arts groups since the public actually decides which group is 

funded when it chooses the performance it wishes to attend. The 

service also assists the commercial theatres in Boston by means of 
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the six free ARTS/Extra coupons that are received once a year by 

each voucher holder. These coupons may be used to receive a 50% 

discount on balcony seats at preview performances. 

On the surface, the ARTS/Boston voucher system seems to 

benefit the smaller performing arts groups the most. The $2.50 

the groups receive per voucher often represents most of the 

regular ticket price at the smaller theatre groups and since these 

less established groups do not usually play to full houses, each 

voucher might be seen as a seat that would have otherwise gone 

unsold, The system, however, has a basic flaw in that the 

majority of voucher holders will be inclined most often to attend 

performances by the popular, more established groups for whom 

$2.50 will actually represent a significant loss. For example: 

a voucher holder consults Boston on Stage (the schedule of th eat re 

events distributed each month to every voucher holder) and tries 

to decide whether to see the Next Move's This End Up, a comedy 

revue, or the Reality Theatre's The Master of Ecstasy. The 

voucher holder has heard very little of the Reality Theatre, but 

he has seen several stories on the Next Move in the papers, and 

has also heard mention of This End Up on the radio. Obviously, 

human nature being what it is, the voucher holder will be most 

likely to attend This End Up -- but that means th e Next Move may 

stand to lose $5.00 on a $7.50 ticket to a voucher holder 

because most of the play's run has been near sell-out. The 

Reality Theatre, of course, receives nothing. It seems, then, 

that there can be occasions when theatre companies do not benefit 

from the vouchers, and only the voucher holder comes out ahead. 
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Since voucher holders can and often do continue to purchase 

voucher packets from ARTS/Boston on a regular basis, it is ques

tionable how much audience development is actually being shaped. 

The system is intended to eventually help cr eate regular ticket 

buyers out of subsidized ticket buyers (except for those buyers on 

a fixed income) once the habit for attending live performances has 

been developed . No mechanism exists for achieving this aim, how

ever, and although one has been proposed by a former director of the 

program a year and a half ago (prices would be gradually increased 

for repeat voucher purchasers until regular ticket prices were 

reached), it has still not gone into effect at this time.8 

The managing director of a local theatre company (who 

asked to remain anonymous) recently related his skepticism 

surrounding ARTS/Boston's effectiveness: 

ARTS/Boston's program is either doing one of two 
things. They are either developing an audience or 
they are selling discount tickets, and I don't think 
anybody has the answer as to which of those two 
things they are doing •.. but if we hadn ' t partici
pated in the voucher program in the last four years, 
I don't know whether we'd have more money or less 
money than we have now -- I suspect more. And I 
don't know whethe r we'd .have a greater audience or 
a lesser audience ... The rap is they're turning 
discount ticket buyers into full price ticket buyers, 
and I say some of these people are full price ticket 
buyers who, because they can get a voucher, are 
becoming discount ticket buyers. 

ARTS/Boston has the potential to be an outstandin g service 

to performing arts organizations if it can eliminate some of the 

flaws in its make-up. Some possible ways to achieve this aim 

would be to restrict severely the dates when vouchers could be 

used at very popular productions; to place an additional chaDge 
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on the more popular productions; to give an additional dollar to 

organizations which have higher income gaps; and to implement the 

already proposed increase in voucher costs to frequent purchasers . 

Beginnin g in August 1979, ARTS/Boston will initiate a new 

service called BOSTIX. This service will be similar to the cut 

rate ticket booth operated by TCF in New York's Times Square . 

Boston ' s version will stand in Faneuil Hall Marketplace and will 

sell half-price tickets to nonprofit and commercial theatre pro

ductions on the day of th e performance. Unlike New York's 

version, however, it will also sell cut-rate tickets to various 

tourist attractions and full - price tickets to future theatr e 

dates, museums, sporting events and other area activities. The 

BOSTIX operation will pay for itself through a surcharge add ed to 

each ticket that it sells. In 1977, TDF examined the feasibiltiy 

for a cut-rate facility based strictly on the Times Square model. 

Such a facility was determined not to be feasible in Boston 

because of the insufficient number and variety of productions that 

were estimated to be available a t any given time . The study did 

feel, however, that a facility which was multifunctional could 

stand a fair chance for success. 9 That, consequently , was the 

alternative tak en by ARTS/Boston . BOSTIX is certainly an id ea 

that is worth fleshing out. What is perhaps most attractive is 

the fact that it will be locat ed at Faneuil Hall, the largest 

touri st center in Boston . Unlike most Boston theatregoers, a 

tourist will be unfamiliar with the theatre compani es perfor min g 

in th e area and no bias will therefore be involved in his/h er 

choice -- a small company will stand on fairly equal ground with 
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the larger operations. Should a professional resident theatre 

company of national importance and renown take root in Boston, 

such a ticket outlet could be a great convenience to those 

tourists who had perhaps heard of the company but did not know 

how or where to obtain tickets. 

The Metropo litan Cultural Alliance is a ten-year old 

s ervice organization still in the process of defining its basic 

tenets. Burton Woolf, executive director fothe Alliance for less 

th an a year, has been making some headway in clarifying the organ

izatio n 's goals and in devising more effective ways to aid its 

members. There are, at the moment, nearly 120 members in the 

Alliance, ranging from the Boston Symphony Orchestra to individual 

artists . Each member pays a yearly fee to the Alliance of from 

$25 to $500 depending on the size of the member's budget. 

Woolf has noted the Alliance ' s three main objectives: the 

first is to provide an array of services to its members including 

computerized accounting for payroll and taxes, group health 

insurance, discount ed office supplies, a telephone answering 

service and copyin g facilities; the second is to help link the 

member groups to each other for effective communication; the third 

i s then to link the cultural community to the rest of the public 

sector . 10 The services described in the first objective are 

useful only to the very small organizations and individual artists 

since any modestly sized group will be performing these services 

for themselves. The Alliance does, however, also sponsor a 

series of intensive technical workshops utilizing prominent guest 

l ecturers . These workshops deal with ongoi ng management policies 
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and problems and would prove usefu l to any organization . The 
secon d objective is wel l-m eaning but the Alliance's role is not 
yet clea r ly def in ed , and with s tr ong l eadership, the groups could 
accompli sh this objecti ve on their own. The Alliance has taken 
si gni ficant steps in fulfilli ng the third obj ective throu gh its 
Match ing Membership program . This program involv es twelve member 
corporations (including Polaroid and Digital Equipment) who have 
agreed to match their employee's contributions to any Al l iance 
member organization. In the two years the pro gra m has operated, 
$110,000 has been raised t o benefit sixty - two insti tuti ons.II 

Several pr ominent members of Boston 's th eat re community 
either have mixed or decidedly negative feelings toward the 
Allia nce .S teve Warnic k sees no real reason for the Alliance ' s 
existence; the Next Move gives technical assistance to ot her 
groups, it lets oth er gro ups (s uch as the Playwr ights ' Platform) 
us e its space, and it has even lent some organizations money on 
occasi on . Theatre groups , he believes, can join together to be 

i i i i 12 b B i b itheir own service organization. Bar ara regst ein , usin ess 
manager of the Cambridge Ensemble, said her company never needed to 
make us e of the Alliance. 13 A th ird busin ess manager, who asked 
to be unnamed, said with some bitterness, "There are times when 
the All iance does absolutely nothing for indigenous cultural 
institutio ns . " 

A l ar ge scale pr ofessiona l resident th eatre company would 
have l itt l e i f any use of the Alliance , j ust as it would have little 
use for any other ser vice organization which seeks to perform 
functions that are well wi thin the theatre 's own bounda ri es . 
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Service organizations often do provide much needed assistance to 

fledgling groups which do not yet have the means to support 

their own fu ll- time administrative staff and which are trying to 

develop an identity within their community. However, most better

established groups today can serve their own purposes better if 

they simply serve themselves or dea l with other groups on their 

own terms. 

Strong management, wise progrannning and significant artistic 

achievement have enabled several local theatres in Boston to grow 

in size and/or in public recognition despite the constr aints on 

nonprofit organizations in this country and in Boston in particu

lar. Local theatres are important in Boston because they are 

active training grounds for young performers and they present the 

opportunity to develop new playwrights and collaborativ e theatre 

pieces. They are also a less expensive and more personally 

engaging alternative to the commercial theatres. The chance for 

a substantial professional resident company to develop from a 

local group is very small, although possible. The reasons for 

this statement will be outlined in Chapter Six as well as an 

evaluation of the conditions necessary fo r the establishment of a 

per manent profe ss ional resident theatre company in Boston. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

A Model and Four Contemporary Proposals 



Thus far, this study bas examined the social, economic and 

political considerations that would affect the establishment of a 

l arge scale, artistically significant, professional resident 

theatre company in Boston. In each area of consideration the 

overall prospects for creating such a theatre were not promising. 

Even those few factors which seemed to offer rays of hope and 

en cour agement had need for qualification and were found to be 

qu ite li mited in actual application. When, for example, the 

factor of corporate funding was considered, the heartening yearly 

increase s in corporate dollars contributed to performing arts 

or gan iza tions were qualified with the information that the actual 

doll ar amounts donated, while indeed increasing, were still quite 

lo w. Corporate fundi ng to the arts could not, as yet, be depended 

on to become a truly significant source of unearned income. 

This writer remains cautiously optimistic that a professional 

r esident company can indeed be realized in Boston, despite the 

great number of obstacles blocking most of the usual paths to 

succ ess . Any new attempt must be plotted and executed with care. 

The remainder of this study will propose the means by which a 

successful professional resident theatre of superior artistry may 

be established in Boston at this time. 1 Since social, political, 

artistic and economic cl imates can and often do change unpredict

ably, this model will not remain valid indefinitely. It will, 

however, serve as an effective model with which to compare the 

four majo r proposals for a professional resid ent company that are 

now in various states of preparation. 

A new maj or performing arts organization does not simp ly 
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appear out of the air in any city. It must be planned down to 

the smallest detail to avoid situations that could jeopardize its 

existence. Therefore, before a company of actors can be assembled, 

before a theatre space can be renovated, even before a Board of . 

Directors meets for the first time, the proposed theatre must 

have a solid artistic vision and that vision must dwell in the 

person whose ideas the theatre will most directly r e flect -- the 

art i stic director. This individual should be a well-known figure 

in the contemporary theatre scene who possesses qualities of 

l eadership and (nearly , if not quite) theatrical genius. He 

should be able ~o express the basic tenets of the theatre equally 

wel l in public forums before corporate executives, before le gis

lative leaders , to the media, to potential private donors and 

before the panels of major foundations. Most of all, the success

ful artistic director should possess a personal magnetism which 

will enable the fervor of his beliefs and ideas to be transmitt ed 

to those who will join him in his work. Only in this way can a 

central artistic point of view unite the company and eventually 

take shape on the living stage. 

The original planners of the theatre should be prominent 

men and women from a variety of professions including the arts, 

education , politics , journalism and business, who hav e joined 

together because they firmly believe in the individual and social 

benefits of great theatre and because they want Boston to harbor 

a theatre company as great as its symphony orchestra. If the 

artistic director is not among those who originally conceived of 

the idea for the theatre, the first step the planners should take 
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is one which would secure an individual who possesses the quali

ties described earler and connnits himself to the establishment of 

this theatre. He and the original planners of the project can 

then begin to investigate where the theatre or theatres might be 

situated, what size budget will be needed, how large a deficit 

can be expected and how funds can be secured to make up that 

deficit. Inquiries should be sent out into the theatre world in 

search of highly skilled and accomplished actors, designers, 

management personnel and technicians . Most of the company should 

be employed with a full year contract. In the past, actors have 

generally not cared to remain in Boston for a long period of 

time, preferring instead to relocate in search of the better pay 

which is usually found in film or television work in New York or 

Los Angeles. The opportunity for significant artistic involve

ment and the promise of a decent full - year salary, should hope

fully change that precedent. Talented, well-known film actors, 

eager for the opportunity to work on the stage again, or perhaps 

for the first time, should also be sought. Special considerations 

should be taken to accommodate their personal schedule into that 

of the company's. Their appearance with the company will not only 

encourage a base of popular support but it will also enable some 

very fine actors to work in an art form which has missed their 

presence for . too long a time. 

The next step towards the realization of the theatre will 

be the creation of a Board of Directors . The Board should be 

composed of many of the same kind of individuals who were the 

initial founders in fact some of them may perhaps become 
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Board members. It would be wise to attract high-level corporate 

officials to the Board -- particularly those officials from 

corporations which use Boston's cultural attractions as a lure in 

their employee recruiting. In addition, the Board should include 

the artistic director, the managing director, and several other 

important company members so that there will be an opportunity 

for input coming directly from those most closely involved with 

the productions and the public. 

It is the responsibility of the Board to support publicly 

the policies of the artistic director. The Board can best demon

strate this support when they use whatever means are available to 

them to raise money for the company. They will need to make use 

of all their accumulated influence and personal connections. It 

is not enough, however , simply to "put in a good word" for the 

theatre. Rather, the Board must support the theatre as actively 

and as vigorously as others might support a candidate for public 

office. Direct involvement in the theatre's artistic policy is 

definitely not one of their duties, although should an artistic 

director resign or clearly fail in his responsibilities, the 

Board must decide who the successor will be. 

Once the Board of Directors has been appointed, the theatre 

can begin to search simultaneously for theatre space and for 

funding to prepare for the first season. Until the company begins 

to produce regularly, large sums of money will be needed to front 

the project. This includes money for the rental or purchase of 

theatre space, for lighting and other technical equipment, for 

salaries, for sets and costumes, and for publicity and subscrip-
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tion promotion. Historically, it has been very difficult to 
rais e money for a performing arts organization in Boston (partic
ularly a theatre company) at this early pre-production stage of 
develop ment . Therefore , it is imperative that the theatre always 
be pr oj ected as an organization of the highest professional 
stan dards in every area of its operations. To do l ess would be 
to court identification with the failed attempts of the past and 
with the large number of struggling th eatre companies of the 
prese nt day. Each step the theatre takes in the design of its 
image is built directly upon another so that if every step is 
ex ecu ted skil l ful l y and rationally, the theatre will create an 
image of strength , confidence and professionalism. 

A vital consideration for the theatre company at this 

pr e -producti on stage would be th e level of community involvement 
de s ir ed. Community involvement can take many forms, among them : 
sp ecial matinees for students and senior citizens, reduced sub
scrip tion rates for senior citizens, a rush ticket policy, a

pr ogram that would bring company actors into local schools for 
special workshops and demonstrations, and special yearly holiday · 
attra ctions. Such involvement not only brings the company to 
th ose who would not ordinarily have access to live professional 
th ea tr e , but it is also necessary because it is an area of which 
funding sour ces are very fond and examine clos e ly when funding is 
deter mined . In Chapter Three it became clear that the overall 
fundin g picture is not encour ag in g, particularly for theat r e and 
most particularly for theatre in Boston. It i s definitely in the 
best interes ts of the company, ther efore, to pursue as full a 
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range of community related activities and progra ms as is reasonably 

within the range of their budget and their resourc es. There is a 

danger, of course, in a company becoming so involved with matters 

outside of their regular program that proper artistic and economic 

attention cannot be given to individual productions. This is a 

danger of which the artistic director and his Board should always 

be aware. 

Because a company is often identified with the space in

which it performs, the selection of a space is of prime consider

ation. Funding sources will find a company much mor e credible if 

it is attached to its own piece of real estate. It is not necessary

essary, nor is it even desirable, for the company to have a new 

theatre built expressly for its own use. Such an investment may 

be a great focal point for community int erest and involvement in 

other cities (as it was in Minneapolis when the Guthrie Theatre 

was built in 1963) but Boston has neither the vast sums of money 

needed to build a new theatre, nor does it have the actual need 

for one. There are a good number of older legitimate theatr e s, 

now either abandoned or used as cin emas, that could be renovated 

at significant savings. Many of these theatres are on lower 

Washington Street in what is known as the Combat Zone or the adult 

entertainment district. while not a desirable area at the pres en t, 

it does border th e Theatre District which is scheduled for revi

talization in the near future and such revitalization may have a 

positive effect on the Zone. Certainly th e presence of a full 

scale professional resident theatre company would strengthen any 

area 1n which it would resid e . However, should the company decide 
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to purchase a theatre in the Zone, it would be to its best 

interests to secure special assurances from th e city that would 
declare, in writing, that the city is committed to making the 
Zone a safe and attractiue area to visit and work. 

One theatre space may be all that a new theatre company 
feels it can afford at first, but it may be to its benefit to 
secure at least one and perhaps even two or three additional 

theatr es of different sizes and con f igurations. The first th eatre 
should be a traditional 1,000 to 1,500 seat proscenium house with 
full sta ging facilities and capabilities. The second space may 
be a more intimate thrust or arena space seating 300 to 600, and 
the third space an even smaller black box arrangement seating 
anywhere from 50 to 150 patrons depending on how the space was 
arrang ed for a par ticular production. Precedents for such an 
arrangement do exist: many nonprofit theatr es today operate two 
theatres and several, includin g the Arena Stage and th e New York 
Shakesp ear e Festival, operate more (thre e and four respectively). 
The benefits which can be gained by utilizing such an array of 
spaces are linked to the theatre's choic e of reper tory, to econo
mic considerations, and to the desired level of public access. 

The choice of repertory 1s an area almost entirely in the 
hands of the artistic director for it is he who best knows the 
company's strengths and weaknesses and can decide what the 

company can or cannot perform successfully. However, there should 
certainly be little that a great theatre company would not be 
able to perform well. The actors and directors who ar e chosen to 
work with the company ought to possess the skills required to 
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perform anything f rom the classics to the avant-garde and all that 

falls between. The artistic direc tor will also have to consider 

what the Boston public wants to see and how much it might be 

willi ng to progress beyond those initial interests. If the theatre 

caters only to popul ar tastes (those tastes usually satisfied by 

the commercial house s), it will not be in the best interes ts of 

the company or the public th emselves. A production of any play, 

old or new, foreign or American, can have great meaning for the 

publ ic if it is gi ven an int erp r etation that will be relevant to 

their lives. Therefore, it is not the entertainment tastes of 

the public that shou ld be discerned and played to, but ra ther 

thos e beli efs , concerns and emotio ns that belon g to all men in 

general, and to Bostonians in particular. The public may balk at 

trage dy i nitially, but that is a challenge for the public and the 

company to overcome together. 

With three or more different theatres from which to choose, 

the art istic director would be abl e to stage, adequately and 

appropriately, nearly every play in the world's dramatic canon . 

Such an arrangement can be economically feasible because it would 

be possib l e to capitalize on income-producin g plays by presenti ng 

them in the lar ge r capacity theatres, while l es s popular produc

tions could ta ke place in th e small er theatres. Because the 

thea tre company will have stronger interests in artistic product 

than in economics, it is assu med that some plays will require 

costly technical back up. High-cost, hi gh-risk productions can 

have the opportunity to receive artistically appropriate 

staging when they are balanced with substantial outside funding, 



a high level of subscription, and a popular show or two per 

season that can play extended runs . A theatre company which has 

only one stage to perform on severely limits its repertory, is 

very rigid economically, and does not permit a truly active 

involvement with the public. It would not be necessary or even 

desirable for all of the company's theatre spaces to be located 

in the same structure. The company will command greater public 

attention if its theatres are spread throughout the area and they 

will be more physically accessible to greater numbers of the 

public. Therefore, while the largest theatr es may be near the 

Theatr e District, anoth er house might be situated near the 

Waterfront and another in the Fenway or Back Bay area. Certainly 

t here exists the possibility of locating one of the theatres in 

another city, perhaps Cambridge, to permit even wider visibility 

and availability. 

A large and diverse subscription roll is perhaps th e 

company ' s best form of economic insurance. Subscription dollars 

are received before the season begins and therefore can help 

guarantee the presence of sufficient income to maintain all of the 

company's activities. Two compani es in the last ten years, the 

Charles Playhouse and the Boston Repertory Theatre, could partially 

attribute their demise to either a lack of subscriptions (Boston 

Rep) or a falling off from the l evel these subscriptions once 

maintained (Charles Pl ayhouse). There should, however, be a 

li mit to the total number of subscriptions that are available to 

the public . If the lev e l of subscription is too high, few tickets 

would be available to the occasional theatr egoer or the tourist. 
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The result would be an insular, elitist theatre which catered to 

a select audience. On the contrary, th e theatre should rath er be 

an open, accessible institution which, in its pursuit of artistic 

excellence, caters to no specific public taste, and therefore 

might actually be seen to appeal to all tastes simultaneously. 

Subscrib ers are not eas ily attracted in Boston. A great 

deal of promotion must be undertaken to make the public aware of 

the fine theatre that can be available to them. Sinc e the first 

subscription drive will not have the laurels of the past season 

to rest on, the emphasis in the promotion will of necessity focus 

on th e skills and previous achievements of the artistic director 

and his company. The promotion campaign should also emphasize 

the extensive preparation that has already gone into the forma

tion of the company, including: the theatre or theatres in which 

the company will play, the renovations that hav e already occurred 

or will soon take place in these theatres, the list of plays 

plann ed for next season and the performers who will be cast in 

important roles, and the range of community involvement to which 

the company will be committed. Again, it must be emphasized that 

the company should always and everywhere be depicted as a hi ghly 

professional operation -- which, of course, it would be if it 

were properly plann ed and managed. Pot ential donors and sub

scribers must be made aware of the company's excel le nce before a 

single play is produced -- otherwise the company might never 

become a reality. 

The large sums of money needed to prepare the company for 

the first season cannot come entirely from subscription sales: 



indeed, money will be needed to promose the subscription drive 
itself. If the company is well prepared when it approaches 
funding sources, there is a good chance substantial grants and 
donation s could be forthco ming. It is not secret that "everybody 
loves a winner,' .' and possessing and maintaining a "winning" 

image should make the theatre company a financial success. That 
image should do a great deal to improve the levei of private gifts 
given to Boston theatre. The appearance of well - known actors and 
directors in the company will no doubt impress many Bostonians, 
particularly those who equate glamor and popularity with artistic 
excellence. 

Corporations are especially interested in joining forces 
with "winner s" and might single out the theatr e company for 
special funding. Such funding could be realized through the 
assumption of a portion or all of a single play's production costs 
or perhaps a corporation could underwrite the income gap that the 
theatre might incur during a specified period of tim e . Another
funding alternative would be corporate sponsored television, radio 
or print advertising which could feature both the theatre company 
and its corporate sponsor. In every instance where corporate 
fundin g is involved, the corporation will need to receiv e the 
proper cr edit that would make the funding a "worthwhile" effort 

for them also. 

Fundin g from both state and local agencies has already been 
noted as seriously inadequate. Less traditional methods will need 
to be applied to these sources to achieve larger than usual 

funding. On the state lev el, the theatre might successfully 
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receive funds to support its education programs, especially since 

a precedent for such funding was already set in 1977 when the 

Massachusetts Center Repertory Company received $20,000 for 

sp ecial student matinees. If the Arts Lottery Bill is pass ed in 

th e near future, the theatre company might petition to receive a 

special portion of those funds to purchase or renovat e one of its 

theatres . Here too, a "winning" image will definitely be in the 

th eatre ' s benefit. Legislators do not care to identify with 

losing causes. 

Funding from the city of Boston will perhaps be the most 

difficult of all to receive. Considering the city's record, any 

actual direct dollar funding may simply be impossibl e to achi eve . 

The city can prove helpful in smoothin g out the legal problems 

encountered in the acquisition of theatre space and any verbal or 

written support from city officials can give added weight to the 

company's other funding applications. The company should not, 

however , actually depend upon th e city to accomplish anything on 

their behalf becaus ·e the emphasis of the White Administration will 

prob ably remain on the commercial theatres. Perh aps the new 

theatre company will be the force capable of influencing a shift 

in .that emphasis . 

Grants from the federal government and from larg e private 

foundations have been traditionally difficult to receive in the 

first few years of a theatre's existence. In most cases, the 

company is expected to prove itself first before any large lev els 

of funding will be issued. Therefore, it again behooves the new 

theatre to look, act and be a top-notch professional operation 



from the very beginning. Such advance professional distinction 

might suffice to "prove" the company even before its firs t season 

opens. Education programs have a sound chance of receiving good 

funding from both sources. Ten years ago the Ford Foundation 

might have been able to supply funding to he l p cover first year 

expenses, especially in the acquisition of theatre space, but 

today its allocations are not sufficient to go much beyond the 

Cash Reserve and New America n Plays programs. In the last few 

years, the National Endowment seems to hav e picked up and gone 

beyond where the Ford Foundation had left off, and th e new theatre's 

"winning" image could definite ly encourage significant first year 

funding from the Endowment. 

Before becoming fully operational, the new theatre should 

also consider other ways to approach some of the other factors 

affecting the environment for nonprofit theatre in Boston. These 

factors have already receiv ed mention in previous chapters of this 

study. They include: the possible competition and/or conflict 

with Boston's commercial theatr e s, the competition with Boston's 

well-established sporting attractions and the chr onic after 

working hours flight of commuters f rom downtown Boston to their 

suburban homes. 

It would benefit neither the commercial theatres nor the 

new nonprofit theatre to try to compete with each other for an 

audie nce. Each organization will bear its own unique fea tur es 

that will make it more attractive to particular segments of th e 

public. Some people are attracted to the Broadway try-out or 

road show because of the commercial th eat re's emphasis on 
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"entertainment" and "n ame" performers and playwrights. Others 
are not at all i mpressed with flas hy productions and prefer to 
frequent a theatre which can consistently demonstrate artistic 
int egrity and achievement . Rather than competin g , it woul d be 
far wis er for the two groups to work together to mutually attract 
the theatregoer from the vast middle gro und -- those individuals 
who hav e not developed a bias fo r one type of theatrical presen 
tation over another. 

Most of the ways the two different theatres could join 
forc es would be in the marketing area . The theatres could begin 
with something as basic as exchang in g program stuffers and/or 
lobb y displays which promote current or upcomin g productions. 
Beyond that, the theatres might want to try offering its patrons 
a discou nt coupon to the other theatre's current production, or 
they could go so fa r as to combine portions of one another's sea 
sons in a subs cription packa ge . While the l atter could cause 
some accounting problems and might raise an eyebrow or two at
several funding agencies, it would encourage the average Boston 
theatregoer to be a bit more adventurous than usual. 

The two theatres might also be able to help each oth er in 
a different way. If the nonprofit theatre discovers that one of 
its productions has beco me a "hit " and they don't own another 
theat re to transfer the production and can ' t extend t he run of 
the "hit" because of schedule conflicts, the nonprofit theatre 
could transfer its produc t io n to one of th e commercial houses 
while the commercia l hous e is between bookings . Such an arrange
ment could serve to increase the credibility the public has for 
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the nonprofit theatre and it could give a boost to both theatres' 

finances. Even if the nonprofit theatre elects not to make 

business deals with the commercial houses, it would certainly be 

prudent for the two theatres to join forces for political reasons, 

especially if the new nonprofit theatre is located in or near the 

Theatre Distr i ct. Their combined efforts could bear enou gh 

pressure on the city to set up its planned clean - up and re novation 

of the District. 

The importance of professional sports to a large segment of 

the Boston population is evident from the earlier mentioned figures 

from the 1972 S_urvey of Selected Services and from the lar ge 

amounts of print and air time that Boston ' s media devote to local 

t eams. The new nonprofit theatre could not, realistically, hope 

t o compete for an audience with the professional sports tea ms. In 

t erms of tradition and popular appeal, the theatre company would 

s imply be "out of its league." However, in the quest for greater 

media attention, the theatre could use professional sports as an 

example. The theatre should hire a top-notch publicist to exploit 

every possible angle for a story. If the th eat re is doing its job 

artistically as well as magerially, the publicist should have 

pl enty of material to work with. Here again, the key to success 

will depend upon how professional and "winning" an image the 

t heatre has been able to project to the public. Ultimately, the 

th e atre ' s first show of the season should get as much attention 

i n th e entertainment section of The Boston Globe as the Red Sox 

season opener currently gets in that paper's sports section. 

As noted in Chapter Two, a 1974 study estimates that 80% of 
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the people who are in downtown Boston at 1:00 p.m. leave by 

6:00 p.m., and 90% leave the area by 8:00 p.m. -- curtain time 

at most theatres. This commuter f light certainly should be of 

concern to a new nonprofit theatr e located in downtown Boston. 

The theatre will not only want to grab its share of the 10% who 

has remained downtown, but it will also want to attract some of 

those in the 90% majority. Some approaches the theatre might 

pursue to attack the problem would include earlier curtain tim es, 

group sales through corporate employee relations offices, and 

combined dinner and show evenings with cooperative area restaurants. 

While there may indeed be other methods of founding a large 

scale professional resident th eatre company in Boston, the method 

described in the previous pages is one that has an excellent 

chance for realization, survival and success. The most important 

qualities and characteristics the theatre company can possess are: 

a talented, inspired and well-noted artistic director; skill ed 

and accomplish ed company members (actors, technicians, management 

personnel) who will be employed on a full season basis; a well

selected, dedicated, and enlightened Board ofof Directors; an 

innovative marketing and promotion department; a challengin g and 

diversifi ed repertory of world drama; a suitable th eat re space or 

spaces conveniently located; an active commitment to community 

involvement; and most important of all, a "winning" and prof e s

sional image. The combination of these qualities and character

istics should present the new company in a special and unique 

light that will open most funding doors, encourage good media 

relations, and bring subscription rolls and overall audience 
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attendance to consistently high levels. 

At the present, there exist four major proposals for the 

establishment of a professional resident company in Boston. Each 

proposal has its own distinct aims and its own particular method 

for achieving realization. Their chances for success are as 

varied as the individuals who have made the proposals. The four 

proposals are: The Charles Playhouse of Frank Sugrue and Jeanne 

Muller; the Boston Repertory Theatre under Karl Gevecker; the 

Massachusetts Center Repertory Company under Janice Cashell; and 

the American Repertory Theatre under Robert Brustein. 

The Charles Playhouse has been used by various producers in 

a manner similar to an off-Broadway house since 1970 when the 

Charl es Playhouse ceased to exist as a nonprofit regional theatre. 

Frank Sugrue, a true survivor, has remained at the Charles all 

through those years as managing director although he had little 

real participation with the productions that came in and out of 

the theatre. Recently, Sugrue and a group of stockholders purchased

chased the debt-ridden theatre on Warrenton Street from Edward 

Jones for the purpose or re-establishing a regional theatre th ere. 

The details for the new company are incomplete at this time, 

but still give a good indication of the direction that will be 

taken. A big-name artistic director, the likes of John Wood, 

Michael Langham or Hal Prince, will be sought but a resident 

company of actors will not. The first season will begin in 

spring 1980 with three productions and perhaps expand the next 

season to five or six. The periods in between the regular company 

productions will be filled by the same kind of outside productions 
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that have played the Charles for near ly a decade. An extensive 

renovation of th e 141 year old building is planned inc l uding a 

redesign o f the 250 seat Cabaret. Frank Sugrue recently described 

the company's goals: 11We're vitally interested in getting back to 

doin g great theatre in Boston on a regular basis ••• Jeanne 

Muller defines that goal further: "We want to build up the Charles 

Playhouse as an institution, a cultural en tity although that 

is a long way off yet -- like the Boston Symphony or the Opera 

Group. That's what we're aiming at . 113 
. . 

Apart from the planned parity in quality with the Boston 

Symphony, this is a mildly ambitious plan that has some good points 

but is inad equate and unrealistic in several important areas. 

For example : the management has made a wise decision in decidi ng 

to choose a well-known theatre artist as its artistic director 

but why hasn't this person been appointed yet so work can begin 

on the company? If people at the Charles are truly sincere in 

their pl ans , it would be to their advantage to finalize an agree

ment with the eventu a l art is tic di rector as soon as possible 

be cause neither Frank Sugrue nor Jeanne Mull e r have th e back ground 

to make the kinds of artistic decisions that should be made at 

this moment. 

The management is also uncertain about its policy on th e use 

of 11stars 11 in its theatre. In an inte rv iew with this writer on 

January 11, 1979 Sugrue felt that the use of star actors was 

definitely not in the plans for the company and the emphasis 

shou ld rath er be on the dramatic literature: 



\ 

If the public is looking to come ·here for a star, 
then I think that as a regional prof essional th eatre 
doing the kinds of things that we envision, we would 
be in serious trouble .•• we don't want to build an 
audience promising them one star after another. I 
don't think that that's what this is all about.4 

Yet, in an interview with Kevin Kelly of The Boston Globe only 

three months later, Sugrue's thoughts on the subj ect had turn ed 

180 degrees: 

•• • we plan to begin on the highest profession a l 
l evel we can by bringing in stars, star actors as 
wel l as star directors. It used to be in r eg ional 
theatre that the play -- alone -- was the thin g . 
But now there's a definite shift toward the person
nel doing the play, a· andd the bigger the names the 
better. 5 

Apparently the "definite shift took place in just three months . 

The Charles ' greatest deficiency is its lack of a "winnin g" 

image. The original Charles Playhouse failed under Frank Sugru e 's 

l eadership and, whether it is fair or not, that failure will mark 

Sugrue for the rest of his career. There is nothing excitin g or 

different about the new plan at the Charles. Except for the 

inclusion of an artistic director and a realignment of the cor

porate make-up from commercial to nonprofit statues, the Charl es 

of the 1980's is a carbon-copy of the Charles of the 1970's . It 

is almost embarrassing to see in print that the Charles beli eves a 

Michael Langham or a John Wood might consider becoming the theatr e 's 

artistic director if that statement was not intended solely for 

its "hyp e" value, it was made with considerable naivete . The 

Charles offers no promise of success, it has little chance of 

attracting funds from any funding source (particularly consid eri ng 

its past record and the upcoming competition), and will most 

likely never open the season promised for spring 1980. 

\ 
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The Bost on Repertory Theatre is another failed attempt at a regional theatre that is seeking a rebirth. Its executive direc
tor, Karl Gevecker, was not part of the original group, and in 
effect is attempting to pick up the pieces scattered by Esquire 
Jauchem and company who have all le ft to pursue their own projects. 
Gevecker is certainly qualifi ed to manage a resident theatre 
company since he has already run s imilar theatres in Syracuse and Pittsburgh. However, getting the Rep on its feet again is a large order for anyone. 

The first season is scheduled to open September 21, 1979 but neither the play s nor the artistic director has been chosen . 
Gebecker has already stated: "We will produce and control the 
artistic quality of our own plays" 6 so it can be safely assumed 
that the "we" is Gevecke r hims e l f . Why the plays have not been 
chosen yet is unknown, but it is not an encouraging sign for the 
future of the theatre. Subscr i ption forms are in the mail as of 
this writin g and they contain nary a mention of who will be in 
volved in the season or what speci fic productions are planned. 
It is ludicrous t o believe .the public c will. agr ee to spend anywhere 
from $12 to $30 for a tot a ll y unknown product. In a cover l etter 
that takes up an entire l egal -size sheet of paper , the only state
ment that makes any attempt to describe what is actually being 
planned is woefully inadequate and vague: 

Our three play season will bring a fully professional acting company to our audiences. Outstanding actors, directo rs , and designers, whose talent and imagination have contributed to qual ity theatre nationwide will combine to bring you productions of excellence. 
Geveck er may possess some clear ideas about where he wants to 
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take the company, but he is keeping them to himself, 

The Rep will undoubtedly encounter financial difficulties in 

bringing _next season on the boards. For the short three play 

season next fall, Gevecker has estimated that the theatre will 

need to operate on a budget of $400,000, but only 30% to 40% of 

that total can be met through earned inco me at the box office. 

This means that the Rep will have to raise anywhere from $240,000 

to $280,000 for just a half season of activity. 7 If this figure 

were not difficult enough to reach in Boston, even under ideal 

conditions, Gevecker is also burdened by the poor track record 

established under the previous Rep management of Esquire Jauchem. 

The theatre space is yet another albatross around Gevecker's neck. 

It is almost inconceivable that a 225 seat space can adequately 

hous e a professional theatre company. The theatre would make an 

excellent second stage but as a main stage it is too small to 

make financial stability a reality all on its own, even with good 

outside funding. 

The Boston Repertory Theatre, this writer predicts, will 

fail in its attempt to rise again. Gevecker's plan has no 

direction or strength behind it, the economic problems are nearly 

insurmountable and the level of public support for the project is 

indiscernable. 

In a promotional brochure, Janice Cashell's Massachusetts 

Center Repertory Company is described as: 

dedicated to the establishment in Boston of a full 
time resident professional theatre company and 
educational center of regional and national stature. 
This company, classical in stature, modern in outlook, 
aspires to the level of quality of the Stratford 
Theatre in Ontario or the Royal Shakespeare Company 
of London. 
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Obviously, Massachusetts Center Rep is ambitious in outlook. 

Unfortunately, its success has not been able to match the level of 

that ambition. The company was founded by Ms. Cashell in 1974 and 

since that time she has made attempt after attempt to have her 

theatre recognized as an effort that possesses both great worth 

and great need. All her efforts have accomplished little, however, 

in actually developing a live and producing company. 

The theatre company was able to mount its first and only 

season in the sunnner of 1977. That season, just six weeks in 

length, included three plays: Strindberg's Dance of Death

O'Neill's Long Day's Journey Into Night and Shaw's Candida. In 

order to project the company's dedication to the highest profes

sional standards, such famous actors as Jose Ferrer, Len Cariou, 

Ben Gazzara, Colleen Dewhurst and Eva Marie Saint were cast and 

Howard Bay was chosen to design the sets. However, even with 

what might be considered a highly attractive cast and season, the 

company lost a great deal of money. The problem stennned from the 

fact that the company had little choice but to use the Shubert 

Theatre, a large connnercial house, as its home for those six 

weeks since the Shubert was the only suitable union theatre avail

able at the time. The high cost of rental and the relatively poor 

turnout in the audience combined to create such a great financial 

loss that a similar effort was never again attempted. Cashell 

real ized in advance that using the Shubert Theatre would undoubt

edly court disaster, but she strongly believed that the company 

needed the exposure no matter what the cost. 8 

The Massachusetts Center Rep has either maintained or tried 
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to meet every one o f the criteria mentioned earlier in this chapter 

as necessary to establ ish a professional resident theatre company. 

However, it has not been able to meet one very important criterion 

and that may be the primary reason for its lack of success. 

Janice Cashell is a talented and inspired artistic director and 

the main driving force behind the Massachusetts Center Rep, but 

she is not, despite her exce llent qualifications, a well-noted 

figure in the eyes of the public and in Boston that marks a serious 

flaw in her credentials. Therefore, despite her continued efforts 

to make the theatre compan;· a credible entity, she has attracted 

few believers: large funding sources reject her pleas, the media 

consi stently fails to take her seriously and private donors see 

no need to contribute to a project they have heard little or 

nothing about. Cashell did have brief success with certain state 

legislators in 1977 when, as already described in Chapter Four, 

the theatr e company received a $20,000 grant to hold special 

matinees for school children . Unfortunately, this kind of success 

has not reoccurred. 

Despite six years of frustration, Cashell has not give up 

and at the present time she is making what she might very well 

consider to be her last concentrated effort. The details are not 

yet publicly available, but it seems that there might be a union 

betwee n a major Boston university (perhaps Boston University) 

and the Massachusetts Center Rep. Apparently, Cashell is willin g 

to concede total independence to the reality of possible full

time operation and affiliation with a university theatre depart 

ment. If the plans do go through, Boston will be fortunate 



finally to have given Cashell the opportunity to begin her com
pany. With the proper financial support, Massachusetts Center 
Rep has all the potential necessary for a successful professional 
r esident theatre company. 

Robert Brustein ' s American Repertory Theatr e , scheduled to 
open at Harvard ' s Loeb Drama Center in January 1980, will essen
ti ally transplant the concept and a fair number of personnel of 
th e Yale Repertory Theatre from New Haven to Cambrid ge and change 
the theatre ' s name in the process. The question, then, to be 
considered here is not, can Brustein's proposal for a theatre 
come to fruition? -- for the theatre has already been in existence 
for thirt een years . The question should be instead, how success
ful will this theatre be in Cambridge? To answer that question, 
it will prove useful to compare the positive and negati ve aspects 
inherent in the company's change of location. On the positive 
side, the company will enjoy a wider audience base than it had 
in New Haven. Not only is the Boston/Cambrid ge ar ea much greater 
in size and population than the New Haven area, but, except for 
th e Massachusetts Center..Be.p., there exists no r eal competition 
for the American Repertory Theatre since its repertory and method 
of production will be unique in the ar ea. Also on the positiv e 
s i de for the American Repertory Theatr e is the greater level of 
media attention that will be available to the company in Boston . 
On the negative side, the company will receive a smaller amount 
of direct subsidy from Harvard than it did from Yale . Also 
negative is the fact that the company will no longer be tied to 
a professional sc hool of drama and, therefore, all the duti es 
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usually performed by students without cost will not need to be 

performed by salaried personnel. 

When they are compared, the positive and negative aspects 

surrounding the move to Harvard balance each other out. The 

larger base of audience support in Boston/Cambridge is neutralized 

by the fact that Harvard is presenting the company with less 

direct subsidy than it had received before. The loss of cheap 

l abor from students of the Yale School of Drama is minimized by 

the prospect of valuable free publicity from the media. Another 

important consideration is whether or not the move woulJ affect 

the level of the company's total unearned income. Except for the 

cut in aid from its university affiliation, the move should have 

l ittle effect on the level of funding the company has been 

accustomed to since the theatre ' s primary funding sources were 

nationally based. In fact, a theatre of this caliber and reputa

tion may find access to areas of support from private individuals 

t hat have never been open to a theatre in Boston before. 

There is, essentially, no reason why the American Repertory 

Theatre should not succeed at Harvard and its presence will most 

likely enrich the cultural life of the entire Boston area. While 

it is encourageing to note that the Boston area will at last 

definitely shelter a theatre of very high artistic and professional 

standards, the fact that the company did not develop origin ally 

in · the Boston area again illuminates Boston's inability to support 

and develop its own theatre . It is arguable how successful this 

company would be, had it no prior history at Yale. 

The overall prospect for the complete development of a high 
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quality professional resident theatre company in Boston is very 

poor at this time and there is no indication that the situation 

will improve appreciably in the near future. The number of 

factors that mitigate against such a development far outweigh 

the number that are favorable. Nevertheless, the possibility 

does exist, slight as it may be. 

Most Boston theatregoers have no strong desire to shelter 

indigenous theatre because their taste for theatre is heavily 

oriented toward Broadway. In their eyes, Boston does not 

"produce" theatre as much as it "presents" theatre, somewhat in 

the way that movie theatres across the nation present films that 

are the products of Hollywood. Bostonians see little need to 

produce their own theatre when New York is able to do it for them. 

An unfortunate consequence of this line of reasoning is that the 

public has acquired a "hit mentality" towards theatre. Only 

those productions which either have been given the stamp of 

approval from the New York or B0ston critics, or contain well

known stars in leading roles, possess a fair chance for strong 

attendance and financial success. A new theatre company in 

Boston, therefore, should expect little initial conunitment from 

t he public for a full season of activity, and it may be several 

years before a substantial subscription roll can be assembled. 

Until that time the company will be forced to finance itself on 

a show-by-show basis - - certainly a precarious situation for any_ 

t heatre company that seeks to stage plays that fall outside the 

canon of Broadway musical and comedy hits. The public's hesitancy, 

most likely, will also extend to · the area of private contributions. 



Those few private dollars that are not already connnitted to other 

arts organizations will go to the older, more established groups. 

Corporate sources are hesitant to fund performing arts groups in 

general, and even when contributions are given, the actual amounts 

are relatively small compared to an organization's total budget. 

A new theatre company must present itself as an exciting, "worth

while," professional operation or corporations will not wish to 

associate their name with the theatre's. 

Because of the public's attitudes toward the theatre in 

Boston, a new theatre company will find it extremely difficult to 

raise sufficient funding to begin a season. A company is expected 

to prove itself before it is funded, but how can it prove itself 

when it has no money to stage a production? Janice Cashell and 

her Massachusetts Center Repertory Company have been subjected to 

this vicious and endless circle for the last six years. Unless 

her plan to join forces with a major Boston University succeeds, 

Boston will probably have rejected Cashell's offer for the last 

time and Cashell will form her company in another, more receptive

city. 

Financial support from the city of Boston for local th eatr e 

activity is non-existent. Like the average Boston theatregoer, 

officials at City Hall are interested primarily in commercial 

theatre activity. Most of the city's non-financial efforts to aid 

indigenous theatre have been inadequate. The city has a great 

opportunity to show its concern for the development of a high

quality professional resident theatre company by including one in 

its plans for the revitalization of the Theat r e District. It 
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seems likely, however, that the city will not take advantage of 

this opportunity. 

While Massachusetts' cultural resources are often highly 

touted in the public statements of elected officials and in the 

state's promotional literature, the state government has shown 

great reluctance to accept a significant level of financial 

responsibility toward its arts organizations . The Massachusetts 

Council on the Arts and Humanities is funded so minimally by the 

Commonwealth that its grants will be of only minor importance to 

a new theatre company. The proposed Arts Lottery could be a 

source of significant funding for a new company but the dir ection 

in which the funds will be granted is unclear at the present. It 

does appear, however, that the funds might be distributed in the 

traditional conservative manner of the Massachusetts Council in 

which many smaller, and often less worthy, organizations are 

funded to the detriment of the handful of larger, higher-quality 

organizations. Therefore, while the level of state funding may 

indeed increase by means of Lottery receipts, the individual 

grants will still be only minor contributions to the budgets of 

the larger organizations. It is up to the Massachusetts Council 

to avoid the encouragement of mediocrity in its funding and 

encourage, instead, the continuance or the emergence of artistic 

excellence. 

Both the National Endowment and the Ford Foundation have 

committed large portions of their funding dollars to organizations 

possessing artistic excellence. This commitment is very important 

to a new theatre company in Boston because of the lack of such a 
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conmiitment from city, state, corporate, and private sources. 

The Endowment and the Ford Foundation must recognize that these 

deficiencies do exist in Boston and they must be willing to 

compensate for them until the theatre company is more generally 

accepted in the community Without solid support from one of 

these two funding sources, a new theatre company will probably 

go under shortly after beginning its operations. 

In Boston, only the most promising, most professional, 

most skillfully managed new theatre company will have the 

opportunity to live past what will certainly be a diff:cult birth 

and grow, in time to full maturity. Half-baked, ill-planned 

efforts such as the recent revivals of the Charles Playhouse and 

the Boston Repertory Theatre will not succeed. Perhaps the 

American Repertory Theatre will encourage the development of a 

truly Boston based professional resident theatre company. On the 

other hand, the Boston public may simply see Brustein's presence 

at the Loeb as just another in a long series of reasons why Boston 

does not need a professional theatre of its own. The qualifica

tions and prerequisites which this writer has determined to be 

necessary for the development of a successful professional resi

dent theatre in Boston may be said to be extraordinarily stringent, 

but considering the failed attempts of Boston theatre past, only 

the most talented and best prepared will succeed. 
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: Joanna Berkman The District ordinator Mayor's Office of 
Cultural Affair March 36 s 1979. 

Janice Cashell: Producing Dictor Massachusetts Center Repertory
tory Theatre. April 18 1979

Mr. Eisenberg: Boston Symphony Orchestra March 28 1979. 

Robert Fitzgerald: Deputy DIrector Massachusetts Council on the 
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